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SOLUTION OF THE BELLMAN EQUATION ASSOCIATED WITH AN
INFINITE DIMENSIONAL STOtHASTIC CONTROL PROBLEM AND
SYNTHESIS OF OPTIMAL CONTROL*
VIOREL BARBUt AND GIUSEPPE DA PRATO{
Abstract. We prove the existence and uniqueness of the dynamic programming equation for control
diffusion processes in Hilbert spaces.
Introduction. Consider the optimal control problem:
Minimize
(P) E (g(t,x(t)))+-lu(t)l dt+4o(x(T))
over all u inM (0, T;H) subject to
dx (Ax + u dt + 4- dW,, e >0,
(0.1)
x(O) =xo.
Here A is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction C0-semigroup in a real separable
Hilbert space H with the norm I. (fl, , P) is a probability space, Wt is a H-valued
Brownian motion on (f, -, P) and E is the expectation.
The function g: [0, T] H [ is continuous and convex as a function of x for
every [0, T].
This paper is concerned with a direct approach fo the dynamic programming
equation associated with problem (P), namely (see for instance [4], [6]):
(0.2)
#,(t, x)+ 14,, (t, x)lZ-(Ax, .(t, x))-- Tr (S**(t, x)) g(t, x),
(o, x) o(x)
where S is the covariance of W1. In few words the idea (already used in [2]) consists
-1
in approximating the term 1/2lbx 12 by a (b -b), where b is the convex regularization
of b and after to let a tend to zero. We have previously studied in [3] this problem
in the particular case where go and g(., x) have a sublinear growth. We remark that
when g is quadratic (0.2) reduces to a Riccati equation and the corresponding control
problem has been studied by several authors (see for instance [6]).
The contents of the paper are outlined below. Sections 1 and 2 are concerned
with notation and preliminary results for spaces of differential functions and convex
functions frequently used in the text. Section 3 studies a linearized version of problem
(0.2). Section 4 gives the main result on existence and uniqueness for problem (0.2).
Furthermore it is shown that for e 0 the solution to (0.2) converges to the solution
of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
(0.3)
4,,(t, x)+ 1/214, (t, x)lZ-(Ax, Cx(t, x))= g(t, x),
(o, x) o(X)
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532 v. BARBU AND G. DA PRATO
which has been studied in [2] by a different method. This result resembles the classical
approach of Hamilton-Jacobi equations in finite dimensional spaces [9]. Finally in 5
we study the synthesis for problem (P) proving the existence and uniqueness of a
smooth feedback control.
1. Notation and preliminary results. Throughout in the sequel H is a real separ-
able Hilbert space with inner product (.,.) and norm 1. [. For k 0, 1,..., denote
by ck(H) the space of all k times continuously differentiable (Fr6chet) functions
b’ H R which are bounded on bounded subset on H along with their derivatives
up to order k. For k =0 we shall simply write C(H). Other notation such as
c(k)([O, T] H), k O, 1, and (H) is obvious. We set
(1.1) [1,. =Sup {[(h)(x)(l/lXl2n)-li’,X ell},,
(1.2)
(1 +(Ix[ v ly[)=")-’; x y H}
where b () stands for the derivative of order h and Ix[ v ly[ =max (Ixl, lyl).
LtSMMa. 1. For any ck s C + (H) one has
(1.3) [[b Ilk,,, I Ik+l,n.
Proof. For ]y]=< 1 we have
lim
t--*0
< [lbl[,.. Conversely we havewhich implies that [b [, +1..
Ib ()(x)- b((y )[ [x y I-1[ 1 + (Ix[ v lY 1). ]-1
Io [b(t+l)((1-h)x +hy)dh[1 +(Ix[ V [yl)2n]-1.
Since [(1-h)x +hy[_-<[x[ v[y[, the latter implies [[bl],. _-< [b[k+x, as claimed.
We shall also use the following notation:
X {& s C(H); I& IO,.o < +},
where n0_-> n -> ne --> n3 => 0 are fixed integers. The spaces X, Y and Z are endowed
with the norms
(1.4)
We note for the purposes of 4 the following lemma.
LEMMA 2. For each M > 0 the set
(1.6) A { Z ;14, Iz -< M}
is closed in X. Furthermore if {.} c A is convergent in X to O then




































































BELLMAN EQUATION FOR AN INFINITE DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM 533
uniformly on every bounded subset of H. Finally, if $ e(H) is a nuclear symmetric
operator then
(1.8) Tr (Srkn,xx (x )) "-> Tr (Sckxx(x))
uniformly on bounded subsets ofH.
Proof. Let {4n} c Z, [4. [z -<M and 4 X be such that 4 --> 4 in X. We have to
show that fi Z and [4 [z <- M. For any R > 0 there exist Mi,R, 0, 1, 2, 3, such that
(1.9)
SxUF 1 (i)(x )] Mi,R, i=0, 1,2,
16 (:)(X)- 6 (2)(Y)I <=M3,R,Su
xCy
where




By (1.9) we have
On.,,y (h tOn (h &n (x +hy)
O ’ (h (y, ckn. (x + hy )}.
(1.12)
I/.(h)-O’.(k)l<-M2,2nlh-kllyl2, h,k e[-1, 1].
By the Ascoli-Arzel theorem there exists a subsequence {nk} of N such that {k} is
uniformly convergent as k --> oo. It follows that
(1.13) Onk(h)-->ck(x
+hy),
uniformly in [-1, 1]
d
’(h)-(b(x + hy)),
and consequently b is Gateaux differentiable (we shall denote by DO (x) the Gateaux
derivative of 4 at x). We have
(1.14) g’ (0) (y, 4nx (x)) - (y, DO (x)).We can show now that D4 (x) is continuous in x which will imply DO -4. We have
indeed
(x.15)
from which, recalling (1.14) and letting x tend to +oe we get
(1.16) [(y, Dck(x)-Dck(z))[<=M2,R]x
(1.17) [D& (x) D4 (z)[ <- M2,R Ix z [.
Consequently 4 e C (H), D& 4, and
(.8) (y,
The latter implies (1.7) by a standard argument. Now we set




































































534 v. BARBU AND G. DA PRATO
It follows that
(1.20) sr’n (h) qSnxx (x + hy )(u, y ),
and by (1.9)
(1.21) I’,, (h ’, (k <- M3R Ih k lu [y =.
Using once again the Ascoli-Arzel theorem we may conclude that there exists a
subsequence {n ,} of {nk} such that
(1.22)
srn t’(h (u, &,x (x + hy )) (u, &x (x + hy )),
d’. (h) -,-(u, 6 (x + hy)).We set(1.23) -(u, q, (x + hy)) Eb (x)(u, y).h=0
From (1.22) it follows that
(1.24) &,x (x)(u, y)E6(x)(u, y).
To prove that E& b it suffices to show that E is continuous in x. We have
(1.25)
and, recalling (1.24), we get for k o
(1.26) ](E6 (x) E6 (z))(u, y)l--< M3,n Ix z lu ly I,
It follows that E6 (x) 6xx (x) and
(1.27) 6,(x)(u, y)- 6(x)(u, y).
It is also clear that
(1.28) 6,,,x(X)(U, y)dax,c(x)(u, y)
uniformly on bounded sets on H.
To prove that Ilz =<M we proceed as follows. Let {ei} be an orthonormal basis
in H such that
(1.29) Se, Aei, Z ]AI < az.
i=0
We have
(1.30) Tr (S6,.,,(x))= ., X4,,.,,(e,, ei)
i=0
which along with (1.28) and some simple calculations implies the claimed conclusion.
In the sequel we shall denote byB ([0, T]; Ch (H)) the space of all b [0, T] H R
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<+oo, i=0,1,...,h, te[0, T].
B([0, T];X) ={,5 B([0, T]; C(H)); Sup Ib(t, ")Ix
t[0,T]
B([0, T]; Y)={6 B([0, T]; C(H)); Sup I&(t, ")Iv < +oo},
t[0,T]
B([0, T];Z)={6 B([0, T]; C(H)); Sup 14,(t, .)[z
t[0,T]
Let {f, -, P} be a complete probability space and let W be a H-valued Brownian
motion. Let {e} be an orthonormal basis in H and assume that W is given by
(1.31) W(t)= Y x/g(t)ei,
i=0
where hg ->- 0, 1, 2, , =o hg < oc and {/3(t)} are scalar Brownian motions mutually
independent. Let S be the nuclear positive operator defined by
(1.32) Sei Aiei, 1,
We note (see [6]) that
(1.33) Cov (Wt)= tS.
In the sequel we shall denote by L(0, T; H) (resp. M (0, T; H)) the space of all




For other concepts and fundamental results on Brownian motion we refer the reader
to [63, [103, [113, [12].
2. Preliminaries on convex functions. In this section we recall for later use some
definitions and elementary properties of some spaces of convex functions. For general
concepts and results on convex analysis we refer to [1] and [5].
We shall denote by K the set of all convex functions b C(H). For any b K
denote by b the function
(2.1) b(x) inf {(2a)-a[x -yl2+b(y); y H}, a >0
and recall that b K f3 C (H).
For any b K denote by 0b :H H the subdifferential of b, i.e.,




































































536 v. BARBU AND G. DA PRATO
If 4 CI(H) then 04 is single valued and 04 4/ (4’ is the derivative of &). The
map 04"H H is maximal monotone, i.e.,
(x*-y*,x-y)->_0 forallx*Od)(x), y*O&(y)
and the range R (1 + a 04) is all of H (1 is the identity operator).
In particular this implies that
x =(1 +a 04))-.x
exists for all a >0 and moreover [x-2[-< [x-2[ for any x, 2 ell. Also we have
(2.2) ,(x)=e,(x)+(2)-llx-xl2 V>0,xg
and
(2.3) F(x) F(x,) ff-l(x Xa),
where F &b and F 4/
Assume now that 4 K f’l C2(H). Since x x + oF(x) we have
l=x’ +aF’(x,) x’,
where x’ is the derivative of the operator x -> x. Hence
(2.4) x’ (1 + aF’(x))-1
In the next lemma we gather for later use some immediate properties of x and F.







IF’ (x)l <- [F’(x)],
If’ (x -F’ (Y)I--< [F’(x,) f’(y)[,
Proof. The proof is well knowh but we sketch it for the reader’s convenience.
Since F is monotone, we have the inequality
-1O<-(f(x)-F(O),x,)=a (x-x,x)-(F(O),x,)
which implies
Ix 1 --< Ix I(Ix l+ c IV(O)l)




As regards (2.7) it follows by (2.4) because F’ is a positive operator. Finally, again
by (2.4), we have
[x’, -y’ ]<a[F’(x,)-F’(y,)[
while by (2.3)
-l[xt[F’(x)-V’o (y)[ a o-y,[<[F’(x,)-F’(y)[=
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For any e > 0 and & CI(H)I"1K we set
--1(2.9) R+,(x) a ( (x ,b (x )) 1/21cb ’(x )[2
LEMMA 4. We have
IR’(x)l<--If(x)l Io IF(x-tf(x))-F(x)l dt + If(x)-F(x)l(2.10)
and
R’*’(x)[ <-- IF(x)] fo IF’(x -ctF(x))-F’(x)] dt + [F’(x)l lF(x)-F(x)l(2.11)
where F cb’.
Proof. To prove (2.10) it suffices to notice the equality
1 [2R*’ (x
l
( (x & (x)) --(IF(x)a + IV(x)l=)1 2)(F(x -atF(x)),F(x)) dt-(F(x)2+]F(x)[
1(F(x -atF(x))-F(x),F(x)) dt-[F(x)-F(x)
Finally (2.11) follows from the identity
2,(x) (F(x)-F(x))-F’(x) F(x)
Jo F’(x-atF(x)). F(x) dt-F’(x). F(x)
Jo [F’(x -atF(x))-F’(x)]. F(x) dt +F’(x)(F(x)-F(x)).
LEMMA 5. Assume that O, K C2(H). Then for all x H
(2.12) (x) (x) ()- (),
(2.13) lx x[ lF(x) P(x)l,
(2.14) IF (x)-P (x)l lF(x)-P(x)l.
Proof. By (2.1) we have
(x)-(x)=inf (y)lx-yl; y H -()-IP()I=
which clearly implies (2.12). Next we have







































































538 v. BARBU AND G. DA PRATO
Finally by the identity
F(x)-F(x)=a (x-2)
we find (2.14) as claimed.
LEMMA 6. Assume that ck Ca(H) f3 K. Then for every k O, 1, 2, there exists
a continuous positive function Ck such that
(2.15) 1 +lxl -<(1 + Ixl=)( +c(IF(0)I))
for all x H and a > O.
Proof. It is a simple consequence of (2.5).




Moreover, if I& Iz, Ilz then there exists C(A )> 0 such that




<= [ 4;1o,, (1 +
which imply (2.20) and (2.16). Estimates (2.17) are immediate consequences of (2.6)
and (2.7); the other inequalities are simple (although tedious) consequences of proper-
ties of &.
PROPOSITION 2. Assume that & e C(H)Kand that no, n, n, are nonnegative
integers such that
(2.22) no-> 2n1(1 +n2), no>=nl >n2.
2Then there exists a continuous increasing mapping 3’ --> + such that
(2.23)
Proof. We have
IF(x -ctF(x=))-F(x)l <-_ I 12,.= IF(x)[{1 /[Ixl v Ix -tF(x)[]2"=}





































































539BELLMAN EQUATION FOR AN INFINITE DIMENSIONAL PROBLEM
Moreover, one has
IF(x F(x )l <-I I=,=lx
(2.25) -<-
aV2(16 ]l,nx, 16 12,n2)(1 + Ix 12,+2n2)"
From (2.24) and (2.25) the conclusion follows, by virtue of (2.10).
PROPOSITION 3. Assume that e C2(H)Kand no gn gn2 gn3 gO. Let m be
a positive integer such that
(2.26) m g (2n1+ 2nn) v (n + 2n2).
Then there exists a continuous increasing mapping + + such that
(2.27) lR,X,l
Proof. We have
IF’(x tF(x )) F’(x )l
I1 112,n." I ,,.1(1 + Ix lan’){1 +Elxl+lF(x)132"’}
(2.28)
Recalling (2.11), (2.25) we get
as claimed.
3. The linearized problem. We shall study here the linear Cauchy problem:
E
6t(t, x)-(Ax, (t, x))- Tr (S(t, x)) O,
(3.1)
6(0, x) 6o(X),
where oeZ, e >0 and A’D(A)cHH is the infinitesimal generator of a Co-
semigroup e at of contractions on H, i.e.,
(3.2) le’[ N 1 for all N 0.
By a solution to problem (3.1) we mean a function e B([0, T]; Z) which belongs
to C1[0, T] for each x eD(A) and satisfies (3.1) for all x D(A) and all el0, T].
Consider the approximating problem
7 (t, x)-(A,x, 7(t, x))- Wr (S(t, x))= O,
(3.3)
"(0, x) 6o(x),
where A, n(n -A)- nA(n -A)- (the Yosida approximation of A).It is well known that exp (tA,)x exp (tA)x for every x in H and Anx Ax for
every x in D(A) (see for instance [6]). Moreover, since A, is bounded, it is easy to
prove many properties in equations involvingA, (for example It6’s formula for "(t, u))




































































540 v. BARBU AND G. DA PRATO
LEMMA 7. For every CoZ, problem (3.3) has a unique solution
C1([0, T]H)fqB([O, T]; Z) given by the formula
(3.4)
Proof. For existence we first remark that srt WT- WT-t is a Brownian motion.
We have:
(3.5)
(3.6) o.xx e e d((s) e
We notice that if bC2(H) then da"(x)(H, SY(H,N)) and so we may write
(4"(x)" y). z b"(x). (y, z) (4"(x)" y, z). In this sense we have (ckP)"(x)
P*ck"(x)P for all P (H). To prove that (I) is differentiable with respect to we
notice that for each h > 0 one has
(3.7)
t+h
(e(t+h)a"x--eta"x--x/-I, e a" ds, o,(etA"x--x/- Io esa" d())
+ -dao** 4- e sa" t+h[e(t+h)Anx--etA"x--/-f e sA" d]at









e dsr,4o e e dsr =0,
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(3.11)
Tr S e ta.Oxx (e ta"x 4- e sa. d(s eta..




(3.12) D- (t, x) (Anx, 7 (t, x)) + Tr (S x"x (t, x)),where D[ means the right derivative. Since the right-hand side of (3.12) is continuouswe conclude by a standard result, that (3.3) holds.Uniqueness. Let be a solution to problem (3.3). We set O(t,x)=(T-t,x).
Then is a solution to the backward problem
(3.13)
E
Or(t, x)+ (A,x, x(t, x)) +- Tr (S4tx(t, x)) O,
6(T,x)=o(X).
Let u u (s, t, x) be the solution to the stochastic differential equation
du Anu ds + 4- dW, u (t) x,
(3.15) u(s,t,x)=e(-’)a"x +4- e(-)andW=u(s).
By the It6 formula
dO(s, u)= O(s, u)+Tr (SOx(S, u)) ds +Ox(S, u) du,
from which, by integrating in It, T] and taking the expectation we obtain
(t, x) E(t, u(t, t, x))= E(T, u(T, t, x)) E&o(u(T, t, x)),
and therefore =" as claimed. The following corollary follows via a standard
variation of constants formula.
COROLLARY 1. Under the assumptions ofLemma 7, the problem
C (t, x)-(Ax, &’ (t, x))-- Tr (S’x(t, x))= ((t, x),
(3.16)
(O,x)=o(x)
has for every B ([0, T]; Z) a unique solution & given by
q(t’x)=E&(eta"x+;- Io
(3.17)




































































542 v. BARBU AND G. DA PRATO
PROPOSITION 4. For every qboZ problem (3.1) has a unique solution
B ([0, T]; Z) given by
(3.18)
Moreover, for each nonnegative integer m there exists OOm > 0 such that
(3.19) [b (t, ")li, emt[b0li, i=0, 1,. ,
et,,, 11.4.(3.20) I1, (t, )[I/,-, -< e IIOlli, O, 1,...
Proof. Let b given by (3.4). Inasmuch as for each x H, etA"x -- etAx uniformlyon compacts we see that
c (t, x) da (t, x),
Tr (Sb (t, x)--> Tr (S4x(t, x),
uniformly in [0, T], T > 0.
Moreover, since for all x D (A)(Anx, da ’ (t, x)) (Ax, bx (t, x)) uniformly in [0, T] weinfer that 4’(t,x)ct(t,x) uniformly on [0, T] and therefore b satisfies (3.1) for all
s [0, T] and x D(A) (we note that in this case b is differentiable as a function of
for each x D (A)).
For uniqueness let r/sB ([0, T]; Z) be another solution to problem (3.1). For
x s H we set xn (n -A)-lnx and notice the equation
tit(t, x.)-(A.xn, fix(t, x.))-- Tr (Srlx(t, x.))
((a -an)x,, (t, x,)).
Then by Corollary 1,
r(t, xn) =Eo(etA"Xn +: 0 esAn dWT-s)
+E i ((A-A")x"’(e’t-s)a"x" +; ea"dW_ ds
Letting n tend to + we get = as claimed. To prove (3.19) we shall restrictourselves to the case 0 the other cases being similar. Since Mt ea dW_s is a
martingale it follows (see for instance [12]) that for each m N there exists y >0
such that
2m




It follows that there exist real bounded functions ae, e 2, 3,.. , 2m such that
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By virtue of (3.21) there exists real bounded functions be such that
I,(t, x)l_-< I01o,,,(1 / Ixl=m)(1 / " be(et)e/2),e=2so (3.19) is proved. The proof of (3.20) is completely similar, so it will be omitted.
We shall consider now the nonhomogeneous Cauchy problem,
,(t, x)-(Ax, bx (t, x))- Tr (Sqbxx(t, x)) g(t, x),
(3.22)
6(0, x) 6o(X),
where 4o Z and g B ([0, T]; Z).
By a solution to (3.22) we mean a function b B([0, T]; Z) which belongs to
WI’(0, T) as a function cft (for each x D(A)) and satisfies (3.22) for all x D(A)
and a.e. ]0, T[.
For later use, we notice the following existence result.
PROPOSITION 5. For every doZ and gB ([0, T]; Z) problem (3.22) has a
unique solution 49 B ([0, T]; Z) given by the formula
(3.23)
+EIo g(s,e(t-SAx+/-IO eAdWr_)ds.
Proof. Existence follows from Proposition 4. To prove uniqueness, arguing as in
the proof of Lemma 7 it suffices to assume that A is bounded.
Let b B([0, T]; Z) be a solution to (3.22) where g =0 and b0=0 and let
(t,x)=g)(T-t,x). Finally set d/n(t,x)=(t, Pnx), where
(3.24) Pnx (X, ei)ei.
i=1
Clearly 4," C1([0, T]H;)f’IC([O, T];Z), so we may apply the It6 formula to
(s, u) (see for instance 11]) and get
(3.25)
/ )dO(s,u) /’(s,u)+-Tr(SO.(s,u)) ds+O(s,u)dWs.
Integrating and taking the expectation we obtain
T
(3.26) O=EtO(T,u(T))=gt(t,x)+E O’(s,u(s))+- Tr(SOx(s,u(s))) ds,
where u is the solution to (3.1) (with An A).
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4. The main results. Consider the Cauchy problem
1 e
t(t, x)+-lCx(t, x)12-(Ax, x(t, x))-- Tr (S(t, x))= g(t, x),
(4.1)
(0, x) Co(x), e >0,
under the following assumptions:
(4.2)
a) A is the infinitesimal generator of a Co semigroup of contractions;
b) oZf3K;gB([O, T]; Z) f’I Y{;
c) no>=2nl(l+n2);
where Y{={& e B([O, T]; C(H)); (t) e K, Vte[O, T]}.
We shall consider the approximating problem
1




--eTr (S,,,, (t, x)) g(t, x),
(0, x) Co(X),
where a ]0, 1] and 2 is defined by (2.1), i.e.,
(t,x)=inf (t,y)+-alx y ;y
A weak form of problem (4.3) is given by the following integral equation:
(t, x)=exp (-a-t)Eo(e’ax +/- Io ea dWr-)
(4.4) +E Io exp (-a-a(t-s))(a-ld)2 +g)
(S, e(t-)A+ X/- IO e’A dWT-s)ds.
PROPOSITION 6. Under assumption (4.2) for every a > 0, (4.4) has a unique solution
B([0, T]; Z). Moreover satisfies (4.3) for all (t, x) e [0, T]xD(A).
Finally there exist Gi >-- 0, 0, 1, 2, 3 such that
(4.5)
+ Io exp (ei(t S))[g(s," )]i, ni ds, O, 1, 2,
(4.6)
I1 (t,.)[[2., -<- exp (eo33t)l[o[12,,
+ Io exp (e3(t-s))llg(s, ")112.,3 ds.
Proof. Set
c(t, x e-/Eqbo (etAx +/- Io eSa dWT_)
(4.7)
t-s
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(4.8)
"+a(t, x) cb(t, x)
+ I--E e s, e tws
Using inequalities (2.16)-(2.20) it is not difficult to find 0, 1, 2, 3, such that
(4.9)
1" (t,.)[g.., _-< exp (eot)lcbo[,.
+ exp (egi(t-s))lg(s, ’)li, ds, 0, 1, 2,
(4.10)
116 (t,.)[[a.,3 <- exp (e53t)l[4,ol12,.
+ Io exp (ed3(t-s))llg(s,")Jl:z,,3 ds.
By (4.9) and (4.10) we see that the set
r {b"(t, .); n N, [0, T]}
is bounded in Z.
Set now
(4.11)
By (2.21) it follows (F being bounded in Z) that {bn(t, .)} is a Cauchy sequence, with
respect to the norm I’ Is, uniformly in .t. This implies .that {b"} convergesin B ([0, T];
C2(H)) to a function b. By (4.9). and (4.10) it follows that b B([0, T]; Z) and
also that (4.5) and (4.6) hold.
Finally, using Proposition 5 it is easy to check that 4 is the unique solution to
(4.3) for all (t, x) [0, T]D(A).
THEOREM 1. Under assumptions (4.2) the Cauchy problem (4.1) has a unique
solution cb B([0, T];X)fqB([O, T]; Ca(H)) such that 4(’,x) Wa’(O, T) for all
xD(A). Moreover, the map (b0, g)b is Lipschitz from XXB([O,T];Z) to
B ([0, T]; X). Finally the set {4 (t,.), [0, T]} is bounded in Z.
Proof. We shall obtain the solution b to (4.1) as the limit for a 0 of b. The
first step is the proof of the convergence of b. Let a,/3 > 0. By (2.10) it follows that
14,f +-(4, ’ E-c)-(Ax, 4)-Tr ($4,) g + R,t,,,o R,t,,t,
4,’ (0, x) ,/,o(x),
and by Proposition 5, we get
t3(t,x)=e-t/Eo(etAx +x/- Io eA dW:r-)
d) +R, R,
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By (2.20), (2.23) and (3.19) we see that
[(t, .)-t(t, ")lO.no
-< exp (-(t- s)(a -1 + wo))
(4.13)
[-(1 +C.o( (s, .)))1 (s, .)-e(s, ’)1O,.o,
By(4.5), (4.6) and the Gronwall lemma it follows that there exists C > 0 such that
(4.14)
and all {&(t, .)} belong to a closed bounded subset of Z. Hence there exists
/3 ([0, T]; X) such that in/3 ([0, T]; X).
We shall study the convergence of &. Choose ml>-(2n+2nn3)v(n+2ne).
Recalling (4.12) and (3.19) it follows by Proposition 3 that
[(t, .)-(t, .)1,.-< Io exp(-(t-s)(a-+w))
(4.15) [a-(1 +aC(&e(s, .)))[&(s, .)-&(s,
+ (- + t)n (l (s,.)11,.,, I (s,.)1,., [ (s,.)[,n)] as.
Using once again the Gronwall lemma we get
(4.16) 14 (t, .)-4e(t, .)11.,1 <- Cl(a +/3),
and therefore & /3([0, T]; CX(H)). By Lemma 2 it follows that for every [0, T]
(4.17) Tr (SL(t, x)) Wr (S4L(t, x))
uniformly on every/3R. Recalling now that
1 e
da + - 14 e Ax da o - Tr ($4 x) g R6.,and keeping in mind estimate (2.21) we may infer that for every x D(A)d? (t, x) isbounded in L(0, T) and as a 01 e
7(t, x) --lCkx(t, X)I2 +(Ax, (t, x))+ Tr (Sckx(t, x))+ g(t, x)
uniformly on BR, for any e [0, T], where R is arbitrary. We have therefore proved
that satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. Let C g, 1, 2 be two solutions to
problem (4.1) corresponding to (, gi). We have
-1 E
x-- ixx):ick + a (ok -ok )-(Ax, ck - Tr (S g +R,,.,oi(t,x)=o.This yields, recalling Proposition 5,
i(t,x)=exp(-a t)Eo e + e dWr_
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and by (2.20), (2.23), it follows via Gronwall’s lemma that
(4.18)
+Io o lo, o s),
where C is independent of e. In particular, we may conclude that the solution to
(4.1) is unique and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Remark. If Z happens to be a dense subset of X then for any oX and
g e B([0, T];X) problem (4.1) has a unique weak solution e B([0, T]; X).
Now we shall study the convergence of {} for e 0.
TEOREM 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, in B([0, T]; X)I
B([0, T]; C(H)), where (.,x) W’(O, T) or all x D(A) is the solution to the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation:
,(t,x)+1/2[x(t,x)12-(Ax,&x(t,x))=g(t,x) a.e. te[0, T], x D(A)
(4.19)
(0, x) Co(x).
Proof. First we observe that in estimates (4.5), (4.6) the constants can be taken
independent of e. For e, a > 0 we have
e ,t -e- ).149 12 (ax, 4) - Tr (Sx)=g+ 2 Tr(SThen by (4.5) and (4.18) we see that {} is a Cauchy sequence in B([0, T];X) andtherefore for e-+0, -+ in B([0, T]; X). Moreover, arguing as in the proof ofinequality (4.16) we show that --> in B([0, T]; Ca(H)). Again by estimates (4.5)
and (4.6) it follows that {(t,.)} remain in a bounded subset of Z and for e-+0,
e [0, T] and x e D (A).
4,7 (t, x)-, -1/2IG (t, x)l2 +(Ax, 49(t, x))+ g(t, x),
thereby completing the proof of Theorem 2.
We shall give now another approximation result which will be useful in the next
section. Again we denote by An n2(n-A)-a-n the Yosida approximation of A.
PROPOSITION 7. Assume that hypotheses of Theorem 1 hold for any n N let 49




and let O be the solution of problem (4.1). Then On__> in B([O,T];X)f’)
B([0, T]; Ca(H)).





Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 1 we see that
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Hence for n m
Synthesis ot optimal control. Consider the Cauchy problem"
at(t, x)-}[x(t, x)l2 +(Ax, Px(t, x)}
E
(5.1) +-Tr ($4,x(t,x))+ V(t,x)=O,
6(T,x)=6o(X),
where V(t, x) g(T-t, x). Remark that (5.1) is obtained from (4.1) by setting (t, x)
(T-t,x). Throughout this section we shall assume that assumptions (4.2) are
satisfied. Then by Theorem 1, problem (5.1) hasa unique solution E B ([0, T]; Ca(H))
such that (.,x)E WI’(0, T) for every xD(A). Notice also that by virtue of
Proposition 7 the solution to the problem
’(t,x)-1/2[d/’(t,x)I2+(A,x, ff(t, x))
(5.2) +-Tr (S’,(t,x))+ V(t,x)=O,
is convergent to in the following sense"
(5.3) " in B ([0, r]; X),(5.4) 7 uniformly in [0, T] BR.
We shall use these facts to prove the following lemma.
LEMMA 8. Let u M2w (0, T’, H) and let be the mild solution to the stochastic
equation
(5.5) d( (A + u) ds + /- dWs,




I,T( 1 )=E V(s, ((s)l+-tu(s)[ ds +&o(’(T))
holds for all (t, x) [0, T] H.
Proof. Let r, be the solution to
(5.7) d(, (A,C, + u ds + 4- dW,,
and let $, :[0, T] H - [ be the function defined byT
,(t, x)= Jo "(s, x)n,(t-s) ds,
where {p,} is a family of C-real valued functions such that
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and I+ g,(t)dt= 1 Clearly q, B([0, T];Z) and (,)B([0, T]" X) By (5.3) and
(5.4) it follows that
(5.8) q, - in B ([0, T]; X).By standard results on infinite dimensional stochastic equations (see for instance [7])
we know that ’, (t)- ’(t) uniformly on [0, T] with probability 1 and therefore
(5.9) E(($,)x(t, y, (t))) E$x (t, y(t)) uniformly on [0, T].
Next by the It6 formula,
dO.(s, .) (O.)(s, ,,) ds +(A.(,, ds + u ds +4- dW, (O.)x(S, ,.,))
+- Tr (SO.,x(s, (.)) ds.
Then, integrating on [t, T] and taking the expectation gives
[O..x (S, C. + u (s )l ds
( 1 )V(s, ’.)+lu(s)[ ds +o(’.(T)).
Then, if we let n tend to +c, by (5.8) and (5.9), (5.6) follows as claimed.
The relevance of the solution to (5.1) for the optimal control problem (P), is
explained in Theorem 3 below.
THEOREM 3. Assume that conditions (4.2) are satisfied. Then the solution O to
(5.1) is the optimal value function of problem (P), i.e., for every [0, T] one has
(t,x)=inf E V(s,(s))+-lu(s)l2 ds+co((T));
d=(A+u)ds+,/-dW,(t)=x,u eM(O, T; H)}.
Moreover, the solution (+ to the problem
d( (a 4& (t, )) dt + x/- dWt, [0, T],
(5.)
((o) =x
is an optimal trajectory to problem (P) corresponding to the optimal control u + given by
(5.12) u+(t) -O(t, ’+(t)) a.e. e ]0, T[.
+The optimal control u is unique.
In few words, Theorem 3 says that under assumption (4.2) u(t)=-x(t, r(t)) is
an optimal feedback control for the stochastic control problem (P) (see [8] for
definitions and classical results on these topics).
Proof of Theorem 3. By Lemma 8 (formula (5.6)) we see that for each (t, x)
[0, T]H, 4(t, x)= (t, x) where is the optimal value functions of problem (P).
Now let (r+, u +) be a pair given by (5.10). Since B([0, T]; C(H)) and it is
monotone in x (as the derivative of a convex function) (5.9) has a unique solution




































































550 V. BARBU AND G. DA PRATO
our situation because qx is monotone). By (5.6) we see that for every [0, T]
x)=E{
and therefore u + is optimal in problem (P).
Assume now that (t, 37) is another optimal pair. Again by formula (5.6) it follows
that
T
E J, IOx(S, )7(s))+1/2tT(s)l: ds =0
which implies t7 -Ox(s, (s)). since the solution to (5.9) is unique we infer that
and t7 u as claimed.
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